The DQ Guide to
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During the 1990s and in the heart of the dotcom
boom, organisations were beginning to adopt
new technologies which would help streamline
their operations and create new efficiencies.
However, DQ Global CEO, Martin Doyle,
identified that poor quality data was the leading
cause which prevented many organisations from
investing in technology, such as customer
relationship management systems.
Initially the founder of a CRM implementation
business, Martin soon realised how much user
adoption of CRM systems was inhibited by
poor data quality.
Determined to help organisations overcome
their data quality challenges, Martin founded
DQ Global in 1995.
In 1997, DQ Global released ‘Dedupe’, which was
a milestone product in database deduplication
technology and allowed users to match records
in 5 spoken languages, without needing to
export and re-import their data.
At the start of the new millennium, DQ Global
expanded its range of products and solutions
which integrated with industry giants such as
Saleslogix and Pivotal.
Throughout the 2000s and 2010s, DQ Global
continued to extend its integration capabilities
and raise awareness of data quality improvement
as a strategic imperative.
In 2014, DQ Global released a new product,
DQ for Dynamics™ (previously DQ Perfect &
Merge) which allows Dynamics 365 users to
match, master and merge their data inside
Dynamics itself.
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Following years of growth and success, DQ
Global celebrated its 25th birthday in 2020 with
a brand-new website, fresh branding and the
launch of two new products, DQ on Demand™
and DQ for Excel™ which offers credit-based
data as a service (DaaS).
DQ Global is a technology company whose
mission is to empower organisations worldwide,
to achieve more with their customer data - “Our
strategy is to continue driving the data quality
improvement agenda and build best-of-breed
products and platforms, which ensure business
decisions are made based on customer data
they can trust” - Martin Doyle, CEO.

Since the beginning of time, data has existed.
While initially it may not have been stored as
lines of 1s and 0s, storing data and ensuring
data quality has always been a challenge
for organisations. However, this has been
amplified within the last 30 years due to the
dot com boom, digital revolution, and societal
changes and the introduction of “Big Data”.
Hundreds of years ago, only basic data really
existed and was collected, such as your name,
address, DOB, birthplace, occupation etc…
But as technology becomes more prevalent
in our daily lives, especially the internet and
mobile phone, more data than ever is being
recorded about us, and our every move.
Every time you leave your house, your phone
is tracking your GPS location. When you
purchase something with your debit or credit
card, data is being collected about what you
have bought, how much you have spent, where
you spend your money. When you stream music,
data is being compiled to better understand
your music taste and favourite genres.
We know data is being collected left, right and
centre, but how much data is there in the world?
It was estimated that in 2018, the ‘Global
Datasphere’ consisted of 18 zettabytes
of information.
A zettabyte, you say?
This is a measurement of storage capacity equal
to a billion terabytes, or a trillion gigabytes.
According to market intelligence company, IDC,
it is predicted that the world’s data will grow
exponentially to 175 zettabytes by just 2025.
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But what does 175 zettabytes look like?
If you were to store 175zb on DVDs, your
collection of discs would circle the earth 222
times! Alternatively, if you were to download
175zb with an average internet connection
speed, it would take 1.8 billon years!

With Data Comes
Great Responsibility
Although some data may be useless on its own,
all data is powerful and should be treated as such.
When compiled, data can paint a very big
picture and is used to drive decisions in every
organisation and everyday life.
There are no bounds to the destruction that
bad data can cause for organisations. Decisions
are the root of everything we do and without
quality data, how can we expect to make the
correct informed decisions?

Data quality issues affect millions of businesses
throughout the world and come in all shapes
and sizes.
Most data quality issues start off small. However,
they can quickly snowball out of control when
you fail to spot the early warning signs.
Or even worse, you spot them and bury your
head in the sand.
When data quality issues spiral into chaos, and
the longer they are left to fix, the more resources
it will take to get your system back to a serene
and efficient state.
However, data quality issues can be hard to spot
as they do not always present themselves as a
‘data quality issue’.
Typically, there are three major signs that your
business is suffering from poor quality data:
duplicated data, ineffective marketing
campaigns and customer support, clear knowledge gaps surrounding CRM.

Duplicated Data
Duplicated data is one of the biggest signs that
your CRM system is suffering from poor quality
data. If you search for a customer record and see
2-3 results show up, how do you know which one
is correct or most up to date? Or even worse,
a colleague has added a duplicate custome
to your CRM system and included ‘NEW’ or
‘DUPLICATE’ at the end of their surname. The
aim for most companies is to have a Single
Customer View (SCV) or Golden Record of
their customer, patient, guest, prospect etc.
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Ineffective Marketing
Campaigns & Customer
Support
When emails are wrong,
there are consequences:
1.Sender Reputation damaged
2.Recipients don’t get your proposition
3.Marketing predictions not fulfilled
4.Metrics skewed
A high email hard bounce rate is the first sign
that your CRM data has decayed.
A hard bounce is an email that has failed to
deliver for permanent reasons, with the most
common being that the email address no
longer exists or was never real in the first place.
This is why it is important to keep contacts in
your CRM up to date, as people move around
companies and their emails change.
A hard bounce can also occur when an email
address is typed incorrectly – therefore they
should always be double checked when entered.

Auditing contacts before
campaign execution
If before launching a marketing campaign you
have to manually check your CRM contacts, you
have a data quality problem.

An efficient CRM system and clean data should
allow you to pull and segment the information you
need without the need of manual intervention. If
you cannot do this without errors and the wrong
data being pulled up, then your data quality
needs addressing.

Complaints from sales
A common golf analogy signalling the difference
between marketing and sales is that marketing is
responsible for teeing off and driving the golf
ball (customer) up the fairway. The rest of the
process is then left to the sales department to
putt the ball (convert the customer).
Bad data in this process can cause a lot of
frustration for sales teams, especially when false
leads are pushed through the process; thus,
wasting the sales team’s time and resources.
We have also seen organisations’ telemarketing
efforts come to a sharp halt as sales teams
proclaim that “there’s no point ringing anyone
as the phone numbers are wrong.”

Customer complaints and
poor support
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incomplete records, then it’s time to review
your CRM system, data, and processes.

Knowledge Gaps and
a Lack of Training
A CRM system is a powerful tool, which when
used correctly, can create many efficiencies
within your organisation.
However, when a CRM system is not used
correctly, it can create more inefficiencies than
efficiencies due to knowledge gaps and a lack
of training.
Signs that training is required include:
• Records won’t save because the entries are
invalid, but you can’t see anything wrong.
• You can’t find the information you need on
the system you expect to use.
• Every time you change a record, someone
or something changes it back.
• When using the CRM system, staff proclaim,
“I have no idea what I am supposed to type
in this field.”

Bad quality data and an inefficient CRM system
does not just affect sales and marketing but
also customer support and retention.

• You find it difficult to train new employees
because there are so many learned
workarounds to facilitate data entry.

When customer records, including previous
conversations and interactions with other members
of your team cannot be found easily or even
worse, are incorrect, customers will begin to lose
confidence in your organisation. Afterall, you
aren’t taking care of their sensitive information.

• You have invalid entries in contact records:
dates that aren’t dates, genders that aren’t
genders, or strange characters in fields.

If it takes a long time to deal with customers
when they call or email due to missing or

• You use your own spreadsheet to capture
data because the system doesn’t work.
• The CRM is asking for a state, but your
customers are not in the USA.

Data affects the whole enterprise, i.e.
Operations, Finance, Sales, Marketing, Service
and Support all face issues. If businesses don’t
service their customers right – it will serve
them right. Many businesses deliver great
products at great prices, the small difference
which makes a big difference is attitude. The
service any business provides is underpinned
by the quality of the data it has about its
customers.
“There are no data management initiatives,
only business initiatives” – Martin Doyle, CEO.
Data is a problem across all industries, it is a
horizontal issue, the entity name may change
i.e. Client, Guest, Student, Patient, Customer
etc. but as far as the data quality tasks are
concerned, they are a person or employee
with a title, name, job title, address, email and
phone etc.

The list goes on.
But what happens when:
-

A prospect changes job?
Gets a promotion?
Marries their partner and takes their name?
Their email address changes?
Companies go bust, expand, or rebrand?

Your CRM system will suffer from data decay and
you will be left with poor quality data as a result.
According to research, HubSpot found that data
decays by approximately 22.5% every year.
Therefore, you can expect to lose 1 in every 5
marketing contacts in your database due to this
natural occurrence.

One common misconception about data is that
it’s static; once it is stored, it doesn’t change.

What is Data Decay?

However, data is dynamic and forever changing.

Unlike other business assets, data only has value
if it is used - Otherwise it decays!

Think about your own CRM and the data you
store there.
To hazard a guess, at minimum, you store:
• Prospects’ first and surnames

Data decay refers to the gradual loss of data
quality within a system, including key company
information, personal details and most importantly,
accurate contact information. As a result, the data
becomes outdated and often invalid.

• Prospects’ job titles
• Email addresses
• Telephone numbers
• Company names
• Company addresses
• Turnover
• No of employees
• Industry Classification
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Why Does Data Decay
So Quickly?
With a fast moving and constantly changing
world, data is always at risk of decay.

From the second that you capture data, it is at
the mercy of processes and systems, as well
as a number of human factors:

Disparate Systems
Collecting and storing data across a range
of systems often leads to inaccuracies, such as
typos, incomplete records, and duplicated data.
With half-complete records stored across
multiple systems, it is difficult to keep data up
to date and achieve a single customer view.

According to the Office for National Statistics,
an estimated 66.7m people lived in the UK
in 2019. An Experian report shows that on
average, 1,600 people die each day in the UK,
18,000 move to a new house, 664 people get
married and 1,800 register with the Mailing
Preference Service (MPS). Of course, with
the Covid-19 pandemic, we have seen a
much higher daily death rate and less people
moving to a new house and getting married
due to lockdown restrictions.

Lack of Data Quality
Standards

Despite the skewed figures in 2020 and 2021,
the above data demonstrates that natural
occurrences happen, and people do things
to cause data to change.

Processes are created to ensure that there is
a uniform approach when completing a task.

In the B2B market, there is a whole new set
of challenges. According to the Department
for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy,
there were 5.9M SME’s at the start of 2019.
Some of these companies will cease trading,
move premises, change ownership, merge
with other companies, and change what their
core business does, and there will be change
almost every day.

If employees don’t use your CRM system as
intended, and instead collect information in
different formats or use different field types,
your business decisions will be misinformed.
Over time, your database will become
clogged up by old and inaccurate records.
Your employees will struggle to figure out
which records are too old to be trusted, which
in turn, impacts productivity and customer
service quality.
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Constant Change

As an essential business asset, good data
drives businesses forward when it comes to
making critical decisions, driving efficiencies,
and providing excellent customer service.
However, bad data can do just the opposite.

This can cause much distress to the deceased’s
family and can be extremely embarrassing for
your organisation and its employees.

Poor quality data can lead to misjudged
decisions made by senior decision makers
which can ultimately affect the allocation of
resources, organisation’s reputation, and
compliance issues.

If this happens frequently, your firm could be
branded as “insensitive”, attract negative media
coverage, and have its reputation tarnished.

Wasted Resources
In all businesses, resources are scarce and
should not be wasted. Bad data can lead to
poor resource allocation and inefficiencies.
For example:
If a business’s sales team of 25 is supplied with
new leads to follow up each week, and 10% of
those leads are not qualified, the sales team
wastes 10% of their time each week chasing
dead ends.
Assuming that the 25 strong sales team are
all working 37.5 hours a week, this means that
93.75 hours are wasted per week unnecessarily.
In a year, this equates to 4875 hours – or the
yearly salaries of 2.5 full-time members of staff.

Organisation Reputation
Naturally, to err is human.
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A common error caused by poor quality data
is calling or sending direct mail to a
deceased person.

However, many errors can be completely
avoided if the correct data was in place to
begin with.

Compliance Issues
With the introduction of GDPR in 2018, and the
need to satisfy GDPR articles 5.1d (accuracy)
and 5.1f (Security). Businesses need to take
control and responsibility to ensure the data
they hold is nurtured, respected and taken
care of to ensure the business thrives and
avoids being penalised by the ICO.
In 2006, two companies, ChoicePoint and
DirecTV, were fined a total of $20M between
them for data related security breaches, one
of which led to 700 cases of identity fraud.
And Reed Elsevier recently called in the FBI
when 32,000 consumer records were stolen
from a hosted Lexis-Nexis database. Is
Reference too old!
Apart from these irregularities, there are the
fines for marketing to people or companies
registered with the preference services, Data
Protection Act, Sarbanes Oxley if you have a
US parent, et al.
Remember:
“Organisations that do not understand the
overwhelming importance of managing data
and information as tangible assets in the new
economy will not survive” – Tom Peters, 2001.

As we have established, data quality is
important in every business, but who is
responsible for data?
While a few organisations may employ CRM
Managers, Data Stewards or Data Controllers,
the answer is that everyone in the business is
responsible for data.
A common misconception is that the main
beneficiaries of quality data should be tasked
with tidying it up. So, some businesses place
the marketing department in charge of data.
And yes, marketers do use data, and benefit
from it. But they cannot be ultimately responsible for its upkeep since they may not have
the necessary technical knowledge and access
rights to do so. In addition, other departments
use the same data, particularly where there is a
drive towards a single customer view. Multiple
departments using the same data leads to a
situation where everyone and no one is
responsible all at once.
Poor data quality significantly impacts the
organisation’s bottom line, so it’s a business
problem, not exclusively a problem for IT,
marketing or any other user. By taking
control of data quality, companies have a
real opportunity to reduce costs, increase
efficiency and dramatically improve their
market positioning.
Unfortunately, all too often, no one takes
responsibility or realises the value of quality
data and there is a denial mindset regarding
the ownership of data within organisations.
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It’s the classic ‘Everybody, Somebody,
Anybody, Nobody’ no ownership story:
Data quality management is an important job
and Everybody is sure that Somebody will
do it. Anybody can do it, but Nobody does.
Somebody got angry about that because it
was Everybody’s job. Everybody thinks that
Anybody can do it, but Nobody realises that
Everybody won’t do it. In the end, Everybody
blames Somebody when Nobody does what
Anybody could do.
Remember:
“Virtually everything in business today is an
undifferentiated commodity, except how a
company manages its information. How you
manage information determines where you
win or lose” – Bill Gates.

The first and most important step to fixing data
quality is admitting that your organisation has
a data quality problem.
Many managers will deny there being a
problem, typically due to blissful ignorance
or embarrassment.
But it’s time to pull your head of out of the
sand and get the wheels in motion to fix your
organisation’s data quality nightmare.

Assess the Damage
Often the ‘tell-tale signs’ of poor data quality are
only the cracks on the surface and problems run
much deeper than first anticipated.
Understanding how deep the problems
run and assessing the ‘damage’ to your CRM
system and data is a vital step to improving
data quality, finding a suitable solution, and
developing a long-term strategy.

Assign Ownership
and Create ‘Data
Champions’
Although data decays naturally, human error
is another driving force behind poor quality
data and certainly speeds up the process.
While it may be everyone’s job to take care
of the data within an organisation, assigning
someone the role of Chief Data Officer (CDO)
is often enough to catalyse a general raising
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of consciousness amongst employees and at
board level.
This sharp-eyed individual should be familiar
with best practices and be used a resource
that employees can turn to if they are unsure
on any aspect of the CRM system and
process.
Directors and senior managers often don’t
realise the importance and value of data,
therefore, influence at board level is vital
to create a wider culture change to help
everyone see data differently.
We have identified a 6 step approach you
might want to consider:
1. Identify – recognise there is a problem
2. Qualify – gather evidence, what, when,
where and how large is the issue? Then
put a cost to the implications – scrap and
re-work, brand damage, churn,
acquisition costs
3. Quantify – what are the root causes, what’s
specifically doing the damage?
4. Accept – this is the big one, the tipping
point for action, acknowledge the scale
of the task
5. Define – the goals and what will be
measured – set the targets for levels of
quality and set out the measures
6. Perform – carry out the tasks agreed in
the order or significance, be a verb not a
noun – take action to minimise and mitigate
the data quality issues – record duplication

Cleanse and
Deduplicate with
DQ Global
DQ Global has a wide variety of products
and services to help solve data quality issues
no matter how complex the problem.
Our tools include:

• DQ for Dynamics™
DQ for Dynamics™ is a leading data
deduplication and data cleansing solution
which works right inside Dynamics CRM.
Find duplicates fast using our advanced
fuzzy searching logic, then review multiple
duplicate records sides by side, to first
perfect and then merge duplicate records.
Apply enrichment, validation, formatting,
suppression and many more functions
available through DQ on Demand™.
Ultimately leaving you with a single, high
quality, mastered Golden Record or Single
Customer View.

• DQ Studio™
DQ Studio™ is the leading all-in-one data
management engine.
A powerful, integrated solution for data
integration, data migration, data quality,
data replication, business rules, process
automation, machine learning, and more.
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• DQ on Demand™
DQ on Demand™ empowers developers
to rapidly deploy a wide array of data quality
improvement services, by calling our hosted
API’s which will improve your customer’s
journey with accurate data.
Switch data providers with ease and
enhance your customer data platform on
a pay-as-you-go basis by plugging straight
into our DQ on Demand™ web services
which will enrich CRM Systems and create
persistent unified customer database.

• DQ for Excel™
Improve your customer data in a familiar and
easy to use context.
Simply download your customer data into
Microsoft Excel and use our plugin, available
in the office store to improve your data quality.
We have worked with industry giants such as
ABTA, RICS, Harvey Nichols, Savills and the
NHS on their data quality projects.
DQ Global’s data quality products are fully
integrated for the lifecycle of your database
or CRM system. Choose from a suite of
products that enable fast, cost-effective
resolution for master data management
projects or any of your data quality
challenges. By using modular data quality
software, organisations save time and money
without continually having to export data
for cleaning. These clean, healthy databases
allow businesses to obtain reliable
information that results in accurate
business decisions.

Set Long Term Goals
for Data Quality
Due to the dynamic nature of data, a one off
clean will not solve your data quality issues
forever. Maintaining your database following
the cleansing and deduplication process is
vital to long-term business success.
Without ongoing maintenance, your data will
naturally decay, therefore, ongoing check-ups
are important to ensure your data remains fit
for business and supports your business,
commercial and marketing objectives.
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Key2Act optimises
its data before a new
product launch
An innovator in the building intelligence,
field service and construction management
markets, Key2Act supports over 600 clients
with its advanced technology platforms,
industry expertise and business solutions.
As a result of a new business strategy related
to the launch of a new product, Key2Act
found that there was no process in Dynamics
365 to cross-reference existing customer
accounts against new leads to prevent
duplicate records.
Aware that duplicate records existed,
Key2Act approached DQ Global with the
task of accurately finding, managing, and
merging duplicates with more flexibility than
what Dynamics 365 offered out-of-the-box.
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Due to using Dynamics 365 as its CRM
system, we suggested that Key2Act use
DQ for DynamicsTM – our powerful data
deduplication and cleansing tool as it
works within Dynamics itself.
Following a rapid search using DQ for
DynamicsTM’ advanced fuzzy searching logic,
we identified and merged over 260 leads
with existing contacts and accounts within
Key2Act’s CRM system.
Key2Act was overjoyed and as a result,
confidently processed over 16,000 new leads
knowing that its data was clean and that the
right marketing messages would go to the
right people.
Comparing the difference between
manually correcting records and using DQ
for DynamicsTM, Key2Act estimates that it
saved 1hr of labour per 100 records.
If the sales team adds 2,000 leads per month,
the time saved could be as great as 20 hours.
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Sub Zero Group
streamlines its data
with DQ for DynamicsTM
A staple brand in many luxury homes,
Sub Zero Group has established itself as
a top-tier supplier of home goods and
products include refrigeration, cooking
and dishwashing appliances.
Utilising an ecosystem of tools within the
company, SZG’s marketing and sales
department lean upon Dynamics 365 and
Marketo Marketing Automation to enable a
consistent process across the organisation.
Sub Zero Group approached DQ Global
following multiple challenges synchronising
records across both systems as cleansing was
required in each platform.
DQ for DynamicsTM enabled SZG to isolate
the data it wanted to focus on. DQ for
DynamicsTM also allowed SZG to isolate
specific fields – something that a standard
Dynamics 365 de-dupe would not allow.
Utilising DQ for DynamicsTM’ cross-entity
merging and match session scheduling,
Sub Zero Group was able to automatically
identify its best records from a set of duplicates,
out of normal office hours. This minimised the
impact on its end users and gave its support
team extra breathing room to focus on
ther tasks.
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Ultimately, DQ for DynamicsTM has enabled
Sub Zero Group to confidently import large
data sets into its D365 environment, without
causing duplicate records in Marketo.
Not only did Sub Zero Group eradicate its
existing duplicate records, but also establish
an intermetal process to review duplicate
sessions regularly, creating multiple
efficiencies across the business.
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Bad data costs businesses dearly. Whether
that's through lost opportunities, poor decision
making, or the resources needed to clean your
CRM. Tackling data quality problems at the root
of the cause is vital for long-term success and a
healthy relationship with your data.

At DQ Global, we have a variety of tools to
help ensure data quality. From cleansing and
deduplication to ongoing management and
data improvement, we have led the way in
data quality for over 25 years.

Contact us today
and find out more about
DQ Global's solutions
sales@dqglobal.com
UK +44(0)23 9298 8303 | USA +1 (312) 253 7873

www.dqglobal.com
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